Abstract. Constructive theory of characterization test is considered in a proposed article.
If a curve divergence from a background is under test, e.g. an auger peak current for electron energy is a parameter to be measured in the test, the weighting function may be represented as follows
Function must be chosen in such a way as to suppress the background [2] . In particular this function can be specified in parametric form. For example
These coefficients must be chosen so as to minimize the impact of a background on the measurement result. Specifically Dolph-Chebyshev coefficients may be used in this equation.
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There are some ways of method (1) implementation. Practically it can be implemented as a meter of signal correlation. DUT output signal in (1) caused by the applied stimulus is to be correlated with the reference signal of meter as follows
Reference signal must be chosen so that the correlation estimate (2) If this condition is met, modulating signal and reference signal are related as it follows from equations (1) and (2) by the following differential equation
where
) (t u eq may be named equivalent reference signal because equation (4) 
is the modulating signal frequency.
Time moments in (3) can be found from the following equation , where is the number of solutions .
Let's suppose that weighting function has been chosen in such a way so that to provide required background suppression. Now we need to minimize the impact of a random noise on the accuracy of the test. It means that we must find such signals, i.e. modulating and reference , that minimize the variance of the random error. Random error variance is ,
where is the noise power in the signal band at a frequency
Constraint (3) on the shape of both modulating and reference signals should be ) (t E M ) (t u taken into account when variance (5) is minimized. Let's suppose that , and modulating signal is a continuous function. In this case, it can be shown [2] that the optimal reference signal of a correlation measuring channel is bi-level
and optimum modulating signal is )
If the weighting function is given in discrete form, Optimum variance of a random error will be
It is worth noting that the weighting function can be optimized in turn in order to minimize optimum variance (9). Background suppression specification, informative characteristics and parameters distortion specification etc. requirements should be considered as constraints on weighting function in this optimization problem.
Simultaneous measurement and testing of dependence and its derivative may be especially useful for characterization of the DUT. In this case, test system has two correlation meter channels. One for dependence and second for derivative curve testing. Let's suppose that a modulating signal is discrete i.e.
. Then the optimum solution is as follows.
)random errors in both channels of a correlation meter. By varying the ratio of these coefficients, we can establish the necessary balance between the random errors in both channels.
Colour noise. Let's suppose that an informative signal is accompanied by a "coloured" , and its frequency should be equal to the frequency where the spectral density of noise is a minimum. Of course, modulation frequency must be chosen so that the informative signal spectrum would be concentrated in the frequency domain area with minimal harmful interference.
Modulating signal should be varied to minimize random measurement error variance .
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If weighting function meets the condition listed below, a random error variance is subject, as it follows from (3) and (4), to a simple formula
Variance of the random error (10) is only times larger then the optimum value (9). The 8 / to the derivative of the tested curve in case of small amplitude of the modulating signal.
In this ideal situation output signal of the lock-in detector must be integrated to restore the shape of curve, e.g. auger peak, and integrated once more to obtain an area of the curve above the background, e.g. full auger current. A more sophisticated linear correcting filtration is required in a general case of arbitrary amplitude of the modulating signal. Correction reduces systematic errors but increases random one.
Optimal methods provide a smaller random error than a conventional method based on the lock-in detection. The gain in reducing the variance of the random error depends on the level of systematic error.
Let's suppose that two test systems are compared. The first one is the optimal system.
The second is a conventional system with lock-in detector and integrators. Both systems have equal systematic errors and test speed. If a signal excess area above a background i.e. full auger current is under test, and systematic errors is about 3-5 %, optimal system provides up to 100 times smaller variance of a random error than the conventional system has. In the case of a curve and its derivative characterization testing, optimal system under the same conditions has respectively 20 and 6 times less variance of the random error than the conventional system has [2] .
Speed of testing in the optimal system exceeds the rate of testing in the conventional system in the same proportion under the assumption that the both systems have the same systematic and random errors. This theory may be adapted to the testing of "dynamic" DUT. As an example, let's assume that response of the DUT depends on applied stimulus and its time derivative . Stimulus in this case is a two-dimensional vector whose components are defined as follows
